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OUTLINE

Computerisation of Australian society continues apace. Computers bring in

their train a number of impor-tant problems for· the protection of personal rights. It is not

possible in a br-ief essay to explore every legal consequence (If so dynamic and pervasive a

technology. Those that are explored must be dealt with super-ficially. ~todest aims are in

or-der. They include:

* A br-ief description of the advance of the computerisation of Australian society.

* An identification of some of the chief topics relevant for personal rights

consequent upon this expansion. These include the impact of the new technology on

employment, the creation of a more vulnerable society, and.its impact on national

security WJd pefence, on national language and on cUlture and individual liberties

inclUding privacy.

* The effect of computerisation on the privacy of individuals must be dealt with, for

this is a mat.ter of universal concern. In Australia it is a topic that has been

committed for report to the Federal Parlilunent by the Australian Law Reform'

Commission. NumerousState inquiries are also under way. These inquiries are at an

advan.ced stage. Legislation for data protection and, data secul'ity can be expected

in Australia. Such legiSlation will be drawn against a background of national and

international- moves to deal with the balance that must be struck between the free

flow of information between computers. and the prope! defence of individual

liberties.
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* Another project which "is ~efore the Law Reform- C'ommission relates to the impact

of computers on the law of evidence as'it is applied in" -Federal and TerrHorial

courts in Australia. Australia follows the common law tradition of the continuous

oral trial. The advent of the computer, and especially computer generated

documentary evidence, calls into fundamental question the faith of the trial system

in oral festimony to the exclusion of hearsay materiel and much documentary

evidence. Some legislative adjustment -has already been achieved in Australia. 'fhe

problem of coping with computer evidence, in S" way that is sensitive to the rights

of persons to test and challenge that evidence, is not confined to the criminal trial.

It affects person.a! rights in both- criminal and civil litigation. It is under active

consideration by the Australian Law Reform CommIssion and proposals for reform

to cope with computer evidence have lately been made.l

* Finally, there is the potential impact of the computer on the cur.rent professional

operations of the lawyers of Australia. To some extent, the computer will help: in

the retrieval of legal information and in routine tasks. But a danger is identified in

the capacity of computers to assume, in an administrative fashi6n, much _of the

w~rk of land title conveyancing Which is the staple of the legnl profession of

Australia and provides about 5096 of its fee income. The removal or significant

reduction of this field of activity may have implications for the -future" work .of the

legal profession in Austr~ia. Above all, it may have an effect on the distribution of

the legal profession in all parts of the Australian continent. Because the view is

taken that a well distributed and relat~vely prosperous legal profeSsion is important

for the protection of liberties and for the defence of the individual, this

d~~elopment is one which, having been brought to notice, will hav~ to be watered.

In 19'13 ,Mr. Colin Tapper in his experimental text, Computers and the Law 2,

declared that 'the invention of the computer is the greatest contribution to t.he quality of

human life since the developmen~ of languaget
• 3 An appreciation of the variety and

complexity of the legal problems posed by this technology has convinced many legal

observers in Australia- of the need for extensive and rapid law reform to facilitate a

'timely response' to the new technology.

·COMPUTERS IN AUSTRALIA

Any commentator, seeking to estimate or describe the change-over to

computing. technology in Australia, will soon corne up against the absence of

comprehensive and reliable statistical data on the subject.4 A recently pUblished report
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suggested that as in other:. developed economies, so in Australia, a fourth sector, the

"'information industry', is developing rapidly. It has been estimated that in Australia

computers are already part of an industry with an annual tilrnover of $1500 million a year.

This sum comprises an estimated $400 million a year in imports and the salaries of

8pproximately77,000 employees, now estimated as employed in the computer and

.associated industries in Australia.5 Over 11,000 compUters are said to be in use· in this

country, most of them"small and medium-scale systems imported and installed since 1-970.

The Committee of Inquiry into Technological Change in AlLStralia commissioned

a comprehensive review concerning the extent of the computerisntionoJ Australian

society. The review was conducted'by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Its results are

found in the 1980 report of the Committee. It found that more than three-quarters of

large-type enterprises introduced a technological change of at least one type during the

survey period. The majority of large-type enterprises (60%) introduced 'computer

equipment for the first time or upgraded pr"evious computer- eqUipment. Adoption' of

computerisa-tion in small enterprises -·was less significant, fewer than one in 20 small

enterprises (4.6%) introduced new or different computer equipment over the three year

period of the survey.6 With respect to a s!?ecialsurvey of local government authorities

it wes found that about half (48%) had introduced computers in the interval studied. The

growth in this sector 'was described as 'rapid'.7 Other sectors show comparable rapid

absorption of autom'at~·inf~rmationsystems.

Apart from statistical data to measure the extent and pace of computerisation,

everyone of us can see the way in Which computers are taking over routine jobs: .handling

reservations at the airline terminal, running accounts in the bank, taking care of records

in the hos[?ital and 'handling the cash flow in shops, to name but a few.8 During the

1980s the most remarkable advances in inforQ1.ation.-technology were in two areas. The

first involved the rapid extension' of- mintaluretechnology by the development of the

so-called lmicrochip':integrated circwts containing ever-expanding ,component') reduced

to a tiny wafer of crystal silicon by procedures of photo-reduetion. 9 The second was the

extensive linkage of computers by telecommunications, permitting vastly increased

storage of information, ever-speedier retrieVal, processing and management of data and

transmission of messages over vast distances at ever-diminishing costs,lO The

ex[?onential growth of the transmission of data over local and national boundaries has n9w

captured the urgent attention of home governments and, more recently, of a number of

international organisations, because of the legal, economic and political implications of

.what is happening.
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The marriage of computers and telecommuni~ations expands still further the

social impact of. the computer. The new information technology comprises the aggregation

of computers, telecommunications and word processing developments. The, great

technological changes of the. beginning of the 20th century were developm ent of the .

automobile, aviation and ener:gy industries. As the century closes, the pervasive industry

is that or informatics. Its ililpact on the law will be no less, and in all 'probability far,

greater, than that Of its 'forerunners, for the law is itself overwh.elmingly dependent on

information.

RECURRING ISSUES

The implications of the so-called linformatisationf of society have been explored

by major reports in ,8 number of Western countries.ll Additionally, international

conferences have been summoned to identify for the Western _countries w.hich are rapidly

accepting ~omputerisation, th.e_ issues which -policy-makers and lawmakers must address.

In France, in September 1979, an international conference identified a number of

implications of computerisation relevant for Australia. They included the effect of the

new technology on employment; the greater vulnerability of the computerised society to

terrorism and crime; the impact of the new technology on national security and defence;

the effect of the technolo.gy on national language and culture and the consequences of the

technology for individua};.'1iberties, including privacy.l2
y' .

More recently, in October 1980, a High Level ~onference of the OECD

examined the same issues and identified a number of others: the implications of new

information technology for the survival of the State monopoly in telecommunications, and

for·international co-operation, inclUding with developing countries, where computerisation

has scarcely yet penetrated.l 3 A suggestiQn is now under consideration for the

establishment by the DEeD of an expert study of the legal implications of information

technology which is international, instantaneous and pervasive. Among topics to which

such a stUdy would address its attention are the identification of a -conflict of laws regime

to apply a given domestic law to transactions which involve two or more countries and are

virtually instantaneous; the establishment of legal rules for computer crime having an

international component; the establishment of data bases to supply relevant domestic law

on chosen topics of likely international concern, _and the development of new rules on

intellectual property which will adequately compensate innovators, whilst facilitating the

flow of information, particularly technological information, to other countries.
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Although all of these topics are worthy of study, Jt is not possible to survey

them all in this paper. In order of importance and urgency, there must be included concern

about the effect of computer technology on levels of ,employment and alienation of those

in work. There must also be included ,the effect of informatics on tl~evulnerability of

society. These features require atte.ntibn by Australian lawmakers. The introduction of a

technology which reduces the need for routine labour clearly, has important implications

for the availability of employment. This may be especially so in Australia,because of our

heavy de[)endence upon imported computing equipment and l?fograms.l 4 At least fOI' a

time, routine jobs will be destroyed more rapidly than new jobs are created. Moreover, the

new jobs may arise in cliffe.rent places and require different skills, so that displaced

workers may not be readily r?,"",employed. These are not problems for economists and

politicians only. A society in which there is a permanent, steady core of unemployed,

dependent on social securi.ty payo:ents, may produce social disruption that requires urgent

legal· attention. A recent Swedish Governrr'l'ent report has pointed to the increased

vulnerability of acomputerise? society., more susceptible to great damage as a rest4t of

terrorism, ·industrial action or simple accidents· disrupting the inter-connections b.etween

data bases transmitting information vital to the economy and. orderly life.l 5.. There is

little doubt that this increased vulnerability gives rise to calls for new laws containing

increased coercive powers for the protection of society against the risk of widespread

damage. The special balance struck between law· enforcement and individual liberty in

. Australia will undOUbtedly come under challenge as a result of the perceived risks that

will arise from the impact of computers on employment and the vulnerability ·of society.

However iml?ortant these developments may prove t9 be in the future,it is int~nded to

devote the balance of this paper to a number of areas of current or I?rol?osed law _rerorm

activities, where· the introduction of the computer has already d~monstrated the need for

new laws or the modification of laws developed before computerisation. The: paper will

close with some cautionary observations concerning the possIble implications of the new

information technology for the indel?endent legal I?fofession, which has traditionally

played a vital part in the defence and I?rotection of the individual.

COMPUTERS AND PRIVACY

Coml?uterisation of records and the new· information technology in aggregate do

not alone explain contemporary concerns about individual privacy. Related technologies

are relevant, including the capacity of optical and listening devices to intrude,

unsuspected, upon the conduct of the individual believed to be I?rivatel6 and the

capacity of the pUblishing nnd broadcasting media to intrude unfairly into the pr.ivate life
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of the 'individual.l '( As well, quite' apart from technology, concern ,about ;privacy has

been vOIced as a -result of the increasing powers of entry, search nndseizure permitted to

a proliferating number of 'government official and agencies. New -business practices, such

as direct :marketing; door-to-doOf -canvassing 'and the like, also diminish privacy in the

mOfe traditional, territorial sense of that word)8

The' first inquirIes, whic~ -looked at the notion or- prfvacy 'as affected by the

computerisatio~of personal data, did not consider that any new -or special prdblemsarose

requiring immediate legal attention.l 9 Clearly damaging personal data '~an be kept in a

notebook Of otherwise in non-computerised form. If used at-s critical time, it can do;.great

harm to the individual, possibly without justification.-Conceding the dangers of old

information pr'actices, it is noW generally recognised that the new technology itself hns

special featur~s which pOse dangers to individual '-privacyand therefore warrant legal

responses to protect the individual..The concern about the diminution- of individual ,privacy

is the resuir of the perceived. ability ofc~mputer ,and' li~ked techn~logy to'-reduce th~.

confr6fwhirih -the individual has over the- way others are perceiving _him ,on the basis of

person-al information about him. From a primitive interest to defend the individuB;l's

person;tilrough the interest to protect the territory and property im-mediatelysurrounding

him, the concern of the law to defend individual privacy today,is addressed to .the

linformation penumbra' concerning the sUbject, 'on the basis of which.he may -be perceived

by others and, relying upon Which, decisions may be made vitally affecting him.20

The features of computerised personal information which attract concern have

been listed in numerous studies of the- topic. They include the capacity of computers to

store vastly increased amounts of information, to retrieve it at .ever -diminishing, cost and

ever increasing' speed, and to provide linkages, inclUding for- -the -production of personal

profiles, mUch of this new technology being in !he hands of- a relatiVely new occupational

gr~up, much of it inaccessible to the ordinary individual, and some prone to centralisation

of control and also to international development in a world wide technology.

The r.ecognition of these features of computer technology has led, during the

past decade, to a series of laws designed -to protect the individual -and to facilitate his

assertion of certain rights in~ respect ?f personal information about himself. The

enactment of these laws began in Germany and Sweden. They spread to North America.

They have now -been adopted in a majority of West European countries.~l In Australia, a

number of the law reform agencies have been asked to consider the adoption of similar

laws. The Australian Law Reform Commission has published discussion papers reviewing
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need for new Commonwealth laws.22 The Law Reform Commission of Western

Australia and the Statute Law Revision Committee of the Victorian Parliament have

current projects on privacy law. The Law Reform Committee of South Australia recently

delivered a report: on Data Protection. All of these' inquiries are, working in close contact

with each- other and with colleagues in most of the other Australian jurisdictions. The very

technology being considered creates special inter-jurisdictional problems, necessitating

close co-operation between neighbouring jurisdictions, if the prol?osed privacy laws are to

be effective. The growth of trans border data flows and the .capacity of the new

technology to circumvent or frustrate d9mestic laws on ,data protection and data security

led to moves after 1971 to establish an international regime which would at the one time

ensure safeguards for individual privacy ,and 'would also limit -lUldue interruptions to the

free flow of data, including personal data, between nations.

The international effort to provide a ·framework for· local laws. on data

protection and data security oJ greatest immediate concern to .Australia is that of the

Organisation for Economic Co-operat~on and Development (DECO)." Australia is a member

of the OEGD. Between 1978 and 1979 an Expert Group was' established' with a mandate to

'develop guidelines on basic r~es governing t~a:nsborder hows 'and the protection of

personal data and privacy, in order to facilitate a harmonisation of national legislation,

without precluding the eStablishment of an International Convention at a later date,.23

In September 1980, the gEeD Council adopted a recom-mendation commending to member

countries the Guideli;es developed by the 'Expert Group.24 Member countries were

urged to take the Guidelines into account Tin their domestic legislation', to lendeavour to

remove or avoid creating lUljustifiab1e obstacles to trans border flows of personal data'

and to 'co-operate in the implementation of the Guidelines'~ Nineteen of the 24 countries

of the OECD' have adhered to the recommendations,'although Australia has reserved its

position to permit consultation between' the Co~monwealth and the States. In terms, the

DECO Guidelines are not limited to the. privacy implications of computerised data. They

acknowledge that personal data may pose a danger to privacy and individual liberties

'because of the manner in" which they are 'processed or because of their nature or the

context in which they are used'.25

The principal value of the Guidelines to the Australian consideration of privacy

legislation is that they contain a statement of -internationally agreed general principles

Which, it is hoped, will promote the harmonisation of domestic privacy laws. 'Finding

principles for harmonisation is more important in this case than the mere hope of

international comity. The technology of information today is so inter-connected that

domestic laws about the incidents of that technology are bound to have an effect on the
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effiCient operation of the technology and the free flow of infQrmation, llnless tho::fe laws

are generally compatible. The. Guidelines· envisage the possibility of differing protective

measures f.or differing categories of personal data26, the exclusion of personal data

'which obviously ·do not contain any risk to privacy and individual liberties·27 , .limitation

by some countries of application of, the operation of the Guidelines solely to automatic

processing of personal .oota28, e:.:ceptions on the grounds of national sovereignty and

security29, special application in countries,- such .as Australia, with Federal

constitutions30 and supplementation for further protection·of. privacy and individual

liberties.3l

These limitations and ~ualifications are .significant. The language of the

Guidelines is admittedly very broad and general. Nevertheless, it is helpful to have an

internation8J.lyagreed statement of 'basic rules'. They provide an intellectual framework

for local laws. As technology makes different legal jurisdictions more interdependent, it is

inevitable that closer attention will. be needed..in the future to practical international

efforts at harmonisation of laws.

_. The most notable of ·the provisions in the DEeD Guidelines is undoubtedly the

so-called "individual particip!ition principle'32. ,This declares that the individual should

normally have the right of access,. to. personai. data about himself. The explanatory

memorandum accompan~ng the Guidelines acknowledges that this principle 'is generally

regarded as perhaps -t(e most. important privacy protection safeguard,.33 It is the

safeguard reflected in the legislation of all those. countries ~hich have so far enacted laws

for data protection (as '1t has come to be called in Europe) or information privacy

protection (as it is usually described in English-speaking countries).34 It is a principle

embraced· in the Australian Law Reform Commission's discussion paper on privacy.

protection. 35 In its· report- on the F.reedom o! Information Bill, the Australian Senate

Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs expressed itself in favour of a Right of

Privacy Act and the power to have correction of personal files in the possession of

Government or its agencies found, on access, to be inaccurate or misleading.36

The proposals in the Australian Law Reform Commission's discussion papers for

privacy protection draw on overseas and local experience. They start by establishing the

proposition that .present Australian laws do not .provide adequate protection for privacy

and specifically do not address the new problems posed by computerisation of personal

recor:ds. Such protections for the privacy of personal information as exist are piecemeal

and inadequate. The discussion paper, Privacy and Personal Information37 sets for itself
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the tasks of establishing 'certain general principles which shotdd be observed in the

collection, use, 'disclo~;ure and storage of personal information, and proposing the

enactment of Commonwealth laws which will elaborate' those general rules, provide for

conciliation -and mediation in particular cases, 'promote the .development of community

awareness about the importance of privB;cy, facilitate ongoing law reform, and provide for

the just resolution of disputes and the enforcement ,of fair information practices. It is

suggested that any Commonwealth law on l?rivacy should not. be confined to computerised

information systems, should not be restricted solely to the Federal public. sector (as is still

substantially the case of Federal laws in Canada and the United States) and should not be

limited in its sDDlicstion to citizens and Dermanent residents. It is DroDosed that all

persons in Australia should have the I?rote·ction of these laws.

In addition to accepting the princiDle that the individual should normally be

entitled to find out what information is held about him ,and, in aDpropriate circumstances,

to be able to challenge it, m~ch of the discussion paper is devoted to spelling out the

incidents of this right and the' exceptions. In addition to these general rules, a number of

specific topics are dealt with, including 'black-listing', fcomputer mntching', the flogging'

of access to personal information in some circuinstan'ces, 'culling' oHt-of-date personal

information in some cases, and defining the classes of information' where destruction,

de-identification br archiVing are spprol?riate in order to protect the I?rivacy· of the

subject of the information. "on protective machinery, the discussion Daper proposes a

Privacy Council to develop detailed standards of particular information systems and a

Privacy Commissioner to handle complaints and con·ciliate grievances about invasions of

I?rivacy in the Commonwealth sphere. A Ministerial Council to promote harmony between

Commonwealth and State, laws is· also· suggested.38 Certain limited rights of civil

action, enforceable in the courts, .are proposed, inclu'Cllng for breach of standards laid

down by'the Privacy Act or otherwise establishe? by.law. 39

At the close of 1980, public hearings on these proposals were conducted in all

'parts of Australia. In Western Australia, the pUblic hearing was conducted jointly with the

Law Reform Commission' of that State, which has parallel terms, of reference on privacy

[)rotection. These joint hearings were the first conduc;ted by law reform agencies in

Australia.·They were succesSful and will be the forerunner of further co-operation of ,this

kind. A. number of seminars were conducted, organised by the legal profession, the

Australian Computer Society and the Institute of Credit Management. No decisions have

yet ,been made on the final shape of Australia's data privacy laws. However, in the course

of the pUblic hearings and seminars, a number of themes recurred, identifying the special

concerns about ihformation privacy held by Australians. These included concern about
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criminal recorcl~" child welfare. records, c~edit and banking records, employment and

referees' reports, the priv:acy of social securIty claimants and medical records. One issue

provoked heated sub.missions by community groups and indiViduals, namely the extent to

which legally. enforceable protection should be given to claims to privacy by children and

youngpersons.40 The design of the sanctions and remedies necessary to defend privacy

also drew many submissions. The central issue here is .whether it IS necessary to go beyond

the adv[sory,conciliation model of the Privacy.Committee of New South Wales.41

Few submissions have doubted the need for legislation of some kind. It is

important that the approach to privacy protection laws should not be exclusively

technological. Privacy protection is nota··simple matter of lqcks, keys, encryption and.

other safeguards on computers. Ultimately it is not a mere question of efficiency.

Respect for individual integrity is a recurring feature of laws w):liCh trace their origin to

the common law of Engl{i.nd. The .problems .ofprivacy today are new.and overWhelmingly

technological. But the values which the law should.seek. toprotectin the face of the new

problem~ are not new. Efficiency and even commercial reasonS for adopting modern

privacy and data protection laws are no substitute for a clear--sighted r:ecognition of the

important individual liberties whic.h are at stake. These include the claim of the individual

normally to have control over (or at least knowledge of) the way others are perceiving him

and.. making decisions about him, on the basis of his computer generated data profile.

Without new laws - after the models of Western Europe and North America, his privacy,

in this new sense, will be steadily eroded as computerisation of society advances. It is

expected that the report of the Australian Law Ref9rm Commission on privacy protection

in the ,Federal sphere in Australia will be completed early in 1982. There is a Federal

Government commitment to the introduction of legislation after consideration. of the

Commission's report. It is anticipated that State laws on privacy may follow soon after.

COMPUTERS AND EVIDENCE

The development of the computer poses many other problems for the law.

Amongst these n()ne is so urgent of resolution and frequent in manifestation as the need to

modify the law of evidence to permit more readily the admissibility in court of computer

output. The basic problem is the hearsay rule in its. present form which forbids the

admission at a trial of evidence t oral or documentarYt which cannot be deposed to, from

his own knowledget by the person giving evidence before the court. This rule is itself an

outgrowth of the continuous. oral adversary trial of the common law. It has been

influenced in its development, and. in the exceptions which have grown up, by the system

of jury trial. But it is also grounded in principles of fairness

-_._------------
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to the individual:. that litigants should be able to 'face and test by cross-examination their

accusers, that courts should base their decisions only on reliable and, where necessary,

tested and scrutinised information, and that in the solemn business of judicial

determination, particularly where liberty is at stake, the means should be available to

check and verify material before the court acce[>ts and acts ul?on it. The advent of

computing, photocopying and electronic communication and their widespread use

throughout-the community, renc~er the maintenance of the hearsay rule in its present form

unreasonable and indeed impossible. It would be intolerable to requir.e that every ['erson

who has contributed to a compul':f record should be available to prove his contribution to

a computer record. That was difficult enough and already unreasonable in the cas_e of

business records before computerisation. It becomes even more Wlreasonable when

computerisation is adopted.42

Yet mistakes do occur. It is simply not apl?ropr-iate· to acce!?t, without any

precaution or reservation, the' ~rint-out of any computer as if the technology itself were a

guarantee of accuracy and, in some' mystical way, provided protection -against false,

negligent or even maliciously misleadIng information.43

Protestations of the low overall incidence of error are no comfort to ·the

individual litigant who sus[)ects error. Nor does the design of a program to detect error or

the implementation of atidit and checking procedures deflect the feeling 'of individual
-;."

helplessness against the machine. Though it may be true that errors are few in relation to

the ever-expanding operations of computers, obviously as the use of computers penetrates

society even mor~ universally than it already has, the numbers of mistakes will grow.

Some of them will not be "innocent. For that reason statutory conditions must be

established for -the reception in court of computer-generated evidence. Consideration

must -not only be given to the issue of admissibility. It must also be given to the issue of
weight.44 -

Legislative attempts .have been made to provide for the admission of computer

evidence and computer generated e-vid.ence. In Australia a number of law reform

reports45 and aseri~ of statutory provi~ions46 hav~ sought to provide for the

admission; under specified conditions, of 'com~uter-:generated data. Because it was an

early entry into the -field,_ the South Australian l~gislation has been the SUbject of

considerable overseas scrutiny and even adaptation.47 In feder-al courts in Australia,. the

general rule governing the admissibility of evidence is that they apply the laws of

ev.idence of the State or.Territory in which they sit.48 In 197-7 the Standing Committee

on Constitutional and Legal Affairs of the Australian Senate, in a report on the Evidence
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(Australian Capital Ter.ritory) Bill 1972, recommended that a compre'hensive review of the

law .of evidence be undertaken by the Australian Law Reform Commission 'with a view to

producing a code of evidence appropriate to the present day'.49, In July 197-9 the

Commonwealth Attorney-General referred the law of evidence applicable in Federal

courts and the courts of the -Territories to the Australian Law Reform Commission for

examination and report.50 Among the stated considerations taken into account was 'the

need for modernisation of the law of evidence'. Among the- aims of the review was

declared to be the production of 'a wholly comprehensive -law of evidence based. on'

concepts appropriate to current conditions and anticipatedrequfrements1
• These phrases

obvioUsly refer, amongst other. things, to the advent of information science.

The Commission has commenced its review. To determine· the scope and

direction of reform, it has. distributed widely a discussion paper51 and an issues

paper52• It is pointed out that despite the interilTl measures ~do~ted in the

Commonwealth Evidence Act concerning business documents and computer-prod~ced

~vidence, the State and Territory provisions may nonetheless operate in particular cases.

before Federal. courts. These provisions contain differences both. of d~tail and

approach.53 The' Australian Law Reform Commission's discussion paper poses a number

of questions.54

A review of tIJe legislation relev;ant to computer-generated evidence, already

enacted in Australia, difcloses a number of recurring issues. First, should legislation be

enacted dealing specifically with computer-generated evidence55 or is it appropriate to

subsume this topic, as in the Ur~.ited States, into laws governing the admission of general

business records?56 Secondly, _should evidence about a. range of factors affecting the

operation of acomputer be given befoJ:e computer-generated evidence is admissible or

should evidence about such factors go to weight only, leaVing such factors. as affecting the

weight to be given to the evidence?57 Thirdly;should advance notice of the intention to

Use computer-produced evidence be required, so that parties affected c.an be alerted to

the possible needs of discovery ~f· documents, expert evidence and testing cross

examination? It has been s.uggested that notice should be required, at least where there is

an inequality betweeri the resources of the litigant, for example, a case involving a

financial institution and an 10rdinary man in the streetT. 58 The New South Wales59

and Commonwealth60 legis~ation enables regulations to be made with respect to the

giving of notice by a party proposing to tender computer--produced evidence and· by the

other party if he intends _to dispute the. evidence. Fourthly, there is .the question of

applicability of the reforms. Should they be limited to proceedings other than criminal

proceedings61 ·9r should they be available in criminal proceedings too and if so, with

what safeguards? There are many other issues of definition: precondition for use and

sanctions for abuse which cannot be explored here.
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One of the major aims of the Law Reform Commission's inquiry into the law of

evidence in Federal and Territory courts must be the -reduction of the disparity between

the community's use of information and the availability of that information for

authoritative decision-making when a dispute arises. The existence of unacceptable

differences _between the material accepted as reliable and relevant in everyday life, on

the one hand, and the evidence admitted when an issue has to be resol',-ed in court, on the

other, tends to bring the procedures of the courts into disrepute among laymen

I?articipating as litigants, jurors or ,merely observing. The need for adjustment is clear if

the courts are not to be regarded as unnecessarily Obstructive, resistant to changing

realities and unrealistic and unhelpful in their approach to resolving the issues in· dispute.

By the same token, respect. for the individual requires the facility of scrutinising

computer-generated data. Despite the sometimes awesome intervening technology, the

ability of humans, as data givers, data receivers and interpreters, has not altered. They

are as subject to error as' ever they were. 'There is an almost irresistible temptation to

believe that the interpolation _of technology has somehow removed error. The Law Reform

Commission's inquiry into the law of evidence iilFederal courts may provide the occasion'

for a close scrutiny in Australia of the modifications to the law of evidence necessary to

secure at the one time a realistic acceptance of evidence generated by computer, and

protection against the risks to the individual that could arise from erroneous

decision-making based upon a blind faith in computers.

COMPUTERS AND THE INDEPENDENT LEGAL PROFESSION

There are many other areas where law reform will be necessary to deal with the

consequences ofcomputerisation. The most obvious is in the area' of computer crime,

where substantive law62, police procedures and: trial methods63 may require close

attention. The English Law Commission has con?luded that in England, following the Theft

Act 1968, the manipUlation of a computer to steal money from a bank or property from an

owner would be, punishable within the present definition of 'theft'.64 The same may riot

be true of those Australian jurisdictions which have not adopted the Theft Act. United

States decisions have held that theft of a programme contained in a computer's memory

could not be regarded as theft of an 'article' within the .scope of the definition of the

, crime.65 Offences designed before the advent of computers may not, in terms, apply to

conduct which. though admittedly antisocial and harmful, does not attract current penal

characterisations. The Standing Committee of Commonwealth and State

Attorneys-General in Australia is examining some of the issues related to computer

crime. A national examination of the topic appears overdue. Other areas identified by

Tapper as requiring urgent revision of the law because of computerisation include the law

of contract, torts. discovery of documents and intellectual property.56
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If· computers present problems to the law, its institutions and practitioners,

there is little doubt that they will also p~ovide many benefits. The right of access which is

the cr·ucial provision. in most privacy and freedom of information statutes is only made

feasible, at least on a large scale, by the very' technology 'of computerisation. The

electronic law office is already with us_o Word processors, many of them with a limited

computi:tg capacity, are now a commonplace in Australian legal offices. They are less

commonly used by the judiciary and the Bar, although they are obviously useful for the

refinement of opinions and for reproduction -of documents with recurring leore' det~ils,

such as -certain charges to the jury, pleadings and advices on eviQence. The

computerisation of legal data, although st~ll in its infancy, has al-ready been commenced in

Australia. The Commonwealth statutes are computerised and the start has been made to

computerise decisions, of the High Court of Australia. The Australian Law Reform

Commission has already used the comp~terisation of Commonwealth Statutes to retrieve

ahd analyse the inconsistent provisions in statutes concerning the punishment of

Commonwealth offenders.57 With the aid of the computer, it was possible, quite

quickly, to scrutinise and illus~rate the inconsistencies in statutory punishments, in a way

that would not have been possi~le -manually, within the resources and time available. The

computer is also being used to identify statutory provisions containing 'key words'relevant

to the privacy, standing and evidence inquiries of the Commission. Computer analysis is

being employed in the conduct of various surveys - including a survey of debt recovery

process in New South V~ales courts and a s~ri~s of questionnaires completed by judges,

prosecutors and prisoners relevant to the inquiry into sentencing of Federal offenders. In

Britain, a National Law Library has been established, with computer information retrieval

to supply legal materials to the jUdiciary and the profession. Terminals have been

established in London and provincial centres of Britain. Seminars have been.held !ill over

the country to explain the composition of the data base and procedures for access.58

Although some observers express fear about the dangers of undigested

computerised le:gal information, there is little doubt that, properly programmed, it will be

a great aid to tlJe legal profession. It can readily ensure that relev.ant statutes and cas~

are not overlooked, as can so easily happen with manual systems. It can help lawyers. to

cope with the proHferation ,of legal material. In Australia, it may iocr_ease the, use of

relevant interstate legal decisions and analogies. Tapper has even suggested that it ,may.

be adapted to the development and extension of common law principles.59

These -facilities are already with us in embryo. But there is one incident of

computerisation in Australia which may'have profound implication, in the long run, for ~he_
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effective protection of personal rights. I refer to the potential of computers to affect the

viability of the independent legal p·rofession in Australia as presently organised. Having

regard to the remarkable advance of computerisation during the past decade, there now

seems little doubt that computers will come, in a relatively short time, to assume a very

large· part of registered land conveYancing in Australia. This prediction is not new. Tapper

put it forward in England in 1973.70 Chief Justice Warren Burg.~r made a similar

suggestion in his address to the National Conference on Administration of J.ustice in the

United States in 1976.71 The system of Torrens Title (i.e. registered title to land), so

overwhelmingly adopted in Australia, and the specially rapid computerisation of the

records of local and other land use authorities, makes the penetration of land ti tle

conveyancing by computers inevitable. The controversy is· one about timing. The

importance of suc~ a conclusion· for the legal profession of Australia is obvious. Surveys

suggest that about half of the ·current time of lawyers in Australia is devoted to land

conveyancing and associated work.72 Half the fee income of lawyers in Australia is said

to derive from this field of actiVity. Yet if much of this work, particularly dom estic land.

transfers, were SUScet;ltible in whole or part to automation and ·computerised procedures in

an administrative rather than an adversaricl mode, the justification for !l lawyers'

monopoly of paid service in this area would be significantly dimInished.73

In 1980, when the" proposal was made to a Conference of Surveyors that

planning should comm:,~E!e at once for a national land use data base, not only for land

conveyancing but also for the use of Commonwealth, State and Local Government

authorities as well as private ~oncerns involved in land use74, the notion was declared a

'misty-eyed dream' by a past President of the Law Society of New South Wales. However, .

the move towards computerisation of land titles in Australia has already begun. In

Victoria in: November 1980, the Attorney-General announced the introduction of a

computer system to facilitate" the processing .and searching of dealings in land at the

Titles Office. In South Austr81ia, the first stage of ~ new computerised land information

system was launched in December 1980. The South Australian Minister for Lands opened

the Land Ownership and Tenure System (LOTS). For a small charge, members of the public

with an interest in land can make an inquiry and examine documenls of an unlimited

variety of government recording systems, without the need ·of a trained intermediary.

More than 30 terminals are already in operation in Adelaide and its suburbs. The prospect

of a national computerised land and title data base must be squarely faced. Clearly, in the

foreseeable future, the computer will not entirely ret;llace the need for the participntion

of lawyers in land transfers. Large, complicated old, system and commercial
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dealings will continue to require skilled legal advice. Problems and disputes will arise

":,,hich will require legal resolution. The~ fact remains that a great deal of land

conveyancing will shortly be susceptible to automation. Realisation of this likelihood will

prompt the legal profess~on and its representatives to seek out appropriate,. modern and

adequately remunerated· work, worthy of the profession and avniJable to replac9 the

remunerative land conveyanciilg when much of it falls victim to automated procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

Computer technology is being- adopted rapidly throughout Australian society. It

is necessary, in Australia, to establish this fact to dispel the myth that the legal

consequences of computerisation are an ~xotic far-away subject which can be left for

other people, other times. Two projects before the Australian .Law Reform Commission

illustrate the endeavour of Australian lawyers to adjust to the implications of

computerisation for the law. The first-relates to the protection of personal privacy and

reflects en international concern of Western countries. The second relates to the

fl.~Ce[)tance of computer evidence in courts which have traditionally displayed a deep

suspicion of documentary evidence which cannot be proved by direct oral te~timony. In

each case, the search has begun for legal responses that will be apt for the computer.

Each case illustrates the impact of this new technology. on personal rights in Australian

society. Numerous other_.areas of law reform have been identified. They remain for the

future. They include m-;;dific~tion of the crf~inal law and intellectual p~operty law. One

special problem of direct relevance to the protection of personal rights is the implication

of computerisation for the Allstralianlegal profession, so heav.ily dependent upon income

received from the generally routine tasks of land title conveyancing. Recognition of the

VUlnerability of the profession to erosion of this field of activity will promote the search

for alternatives. The existence of a generally prosperous, independent, confident and

courageous legal profession is an important element in the effective pr?tection of

personal rights in a society such as Australia's.

The tasks that remain for attention are more numerous than the tasks that have.

already been the subject of new laws. It is a commonplace that technology in our time

rushes headlong, fired by dazzling inventiveness. The law limps along at the end of the

line and lawmakers find it difficult to cope with SUch a time of rapid change. In this

regard, Australia is no exception. But the establishment of law reforming institutions in

all jurisdictions of the Australian federation provides one means by Which the legislators

can be helped to face up -to the difficult policy issues posed and the needs of law reform

demonstrated by the advance of science.
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